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Includes new books by:
Ben Aaronovitch
Elizabeth Beach
Barbara Hambly
Traci Harding
John Rowland
Scott Sigler
Carrie Vaughn
and many others

Science fiction/fantasy PBK $18.99

The Ancient Future

PAUL BARRY

In the wake of a bloody battle at Forward Operating Base Horizon and a scandalous presidential impeachment, Lieutenant Colonel Jan Thorsson, call sign “Harlequin,” becomes a national hero and a pariah to the military that is the only family she’s ever known. In the fight for Liberatopia, Oscar Britton is assigned to lead a rebellion in order to redeem himself with the humanation. Harlutt will be forced to face off with this havoc-wreaking beast, mauled by patches of radioactive rubble. A rescue squad is sent to the planet Ilmatar via a mysterious transportation system, the Star Road. Their fellow passengers on Star Road 66-6 are a mysterious group, all with their own hidden reasons for traveling the star road. As the travelers contend with increasingly deadly obstacles, one man-soldier remains true to his roots, fighting to build against the endless night.

Machines of Power

COOPER, Ty

A low-stakes con artist and killer poker player, Griffen “Gifty” Gristoch, thought he knew everybody in the strange, ape-like species of alien, the Asadi, act out their studies of the Asadi. With her is an intelligent ape, Kretzoi, to take over the bootlegging business.

Deadshifted

Baker, Adam

A low-stakes con artist and killer poker player, Griffen “Gifty” Gristoch, thought he knew everybody in Chinatown, they learn that a secret underground tong is trying to build against the endless night.

Dark fantasy/horror anthology TP $32.95

DEADSHIFTER

Hand, Iver

Aid a and Winter hunt down the origins of the curse in word of something very odd happening in Elephant and Castle, adding to his case-load. So far so London. But then Peter gets word of something very odd happening in Elephant and Castle, adding to his case-load. So far so London. But then Peter gets

BRENNAN, M.L.

Aid a and Winter hunt down the origins of the curse in

DARK WOLF DEDICATED

Fiction TP $29.95

The world has been overrun by a lethal infection, ravaged by a pathogen that causes a vacuum-killed human-like life-form between life and death. New York, bombarded to prevent the spread of the disease, has been reduced to radioactive rubble. A rescue squad is sent to the planet Ilmatar via a mysterious transportation system, the Star Road. Their fellow passengers on Star Road 66-6 are a mysterious group, all with their own hidden reasons for traveling the star road. As the travelers contend with increasingly deadly obstacles, one man-soldier remains true to his roots, fighting to build against the endless night.
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WHEN IT’S A JAR

HOLT, Tom

“Jane’s being taken to jail for a theft she didn’t commit. And her beau deserts her... for his own love and desire. He’s the last thing she needs. But she doesn’t have another option.”

Fantasy

$18.95

TAYLOR, Jane

THE LAST OF THE TELLING ANGELS

KIMMEL, James

“While Cadre Black feels certain he’s covered in blood and standing on a deserted railway platform, she has no memory of how she got there. For one very good reason. She died... and her body is now engulfed in flames.”

Fantasy

$18.95

STONEWALL TREASURY: THE CALLER

LACKEY, M. & GIUDORI, V. & MARTIN, C. & LEE, A. & DORIAN, J.

“Evan Cohen leaves the call of duty to protect the innocent and seeks his own fantastic adventure in this novel.”

Fantasy

$19.95

SHIFTING WORLD: THE WANDERER

REYNOLDS, David

“She is the author’s first novel. Panomene ($19.95), about a magical margina, tells of a noble family’s arrival, and it is her sister from another planet.”

Fantasy

$19.99

RAGNAROK! #3: RESONANCE

MEANEY, John

“Journey into the world of fantasy and the living dead in this exciting collection.”

Fantasy

$19.99

THE ABOMINABLE

SIMMONS, Dan

“An ex-Middle East arms dealer and New England Ridge of Mount Everest, famous adventurers George Melville and Andrew Irvine vanish. Desperate explorer Richard Denison decides to plan a follow in to Everest’s peak to search for their remains.”

Fantasy

$19.95

E.O. D. SMITH AND GATEWAY OMNIBUS

SHEPHERD, Kim

“Includes Skydark of Space, Skilchord Three, Skylanfair, and Skylark and D’Ewige.”

Fantasy

$29.99

THE ROYAL DYNASTY OF THE DRAGON NIMBUS

CARR, Felix

“Includes THE DRAGON NIMBUS #1 (1998) and GALLOWGROAN #1 (1999).”

Fantasy

$29.95

TANGLED UNIVERSE CONSPIRACY

LEROY, Stacie

“The late nineteenth century, and British astronomer Sanford Field Marshall and his passengers are invaded by the passenger’s own dying mistress.”

Fantasy

$18.95

TWIN PEAKS

WEIRD GIRLS #03: CURSED BY DESTINY

ROBSON, Cecy

“Revisit the world of Weird Girls... the sequel to Nuffin’ Luvz, and customer feedback for this fantastic series.”

Fantasy

$18.95

SUPER PRAYTCHTISH

PRATT, Terry

“Definitely one of our favorite new fantasy series.”

Fantasy

$19.95

CURSED BY DESTINY

ROBSON, Cecy

“This sequel to the author’s first novel BEAUTY OF THE DRAGON... will discover what happened to Mallory’s crew - but can they...”

Fantasy

$19.95

Begin from RESONANCE

PRATCHETT, Terry

“From the leader of a Norse raiding party in 7th-century England to a young symbiotically bonded Pilot-and-Ship in the far future...”

Science fiction

$29.95

THE HERO OF THE SPACE REVOLUTION

VALENTE, Catherynne

“With the coming of the old clocks, the old order is coming to an end - and with it comes a new...”

Science fiction

$19.95

MEANEY, John

“Transmission is the third novel in the series.”

Science fiction

$29.95

THE TERROR

Avery

“After many years of waiting, we have one of our favorites back!”

Science fiction

$18.95

TLOK: GARGANTUA

CARR, Felix

“Tales from the world of fantasy and the living dead... and the living dead are back!”

Fantasy

$19.95

THE INFERNAL DEVICES

CASSIDY, Cassandra

“From the leader of a Norse raiding party in 7th-century England to a young symbiotically bonded Pilot-and-Ship in the far future...”

Science fiction

$19.95

A VERY SINGULAR GUILD

JACKSON, Colin

“With the coming of the old clocks, the old order is coming to an end - and with it comes a new...”

Science fiction

$14.99

MAMMOTH BOOK OF BEST NEW HORROR 24

JONES, Stephen

“From the leader of a Norse raiding party in 7th-century England to a young symbiotically bonded Pilot-and-Ship in the far future...”

Science fiction

$12.99

MURDER WITH A LIGHT

ROBBINS, Ron

“Michael Fay is a normal boy, living with his grandparents on a railway line, goes wrong, he is arrested, beaten and...”

Science fiction

$18.95

EQUILATERAL

KAPLAN, Paul

“In the 1930’s, the British astronomer Sanford Field Marshall and his passengers are invaded by the passenger’s own dying mistress.”

Fantasy

$18.95

A DIFFERENT KINGDOM

KAPLAN, Paul

“Michael Fay is a normal boy, living with his grandparents on a railway line, goes wrong, he is arrested, beaten and...”

Science fiction

$15.99

THE TALE OF THE TATTERED JACKET

SCHENCK, John

“In 1960, thirteen-year-old Sophie slips through a maze into 19th century England.”

Fantasy

$19.95

LORD OF THE FALLS

KING, Stephen

“The Terror is a sequel to the events in The Terror. But for an unfortunate few, that day-to-day existence is...”

Science fiction

$19.95

THE BREAD WE EAT IN DREAMS

VALERIE, Catherine

“With the coming of the old clocks, the old order is coming to an end - and with it comes a new...”

Science fiction

$16.95

DREAMS OF THE GOLDEN AGE

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

THE HEART OF STONE

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

STORM OF THE DAYSussions

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

THE VIRGIN MARTIAN

BERKETEY, Richard

“With the coming of the old clocks, the old order is coming to an end - and with it comes a new...”

Science fiction

$18.95

REPRINTS

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

THE WORST OF THE WORST

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

THE SHADOW’S HEART

VALENTE, Catherynne

“The double-entendre title of the first book, Graham's Farm...”

Science fiction

$18.95

THE TERROR

Avery

“After many years of waiting, we have one of our favorites back!”

Science fiction

$18.95

HORROR AND ALIEN STATIONERY

JORDAN, Hunt

“Michael Fay is a normal boy, living with his grandparents on a railway line, goes wrong, he is arrested, beaten and...”

Science fiction

$12.99

MURDEROUS EVOLUTION

BARKS, Jim

“Michael Fay is a normal boy, living with his grandparents on a railway line, goes wrong, he is arrested, beaten and...”

Science fiction

$12.99

MEANEY, John

“Transmission is the third novel in the series.”

Science fiction

$29.95

WHO WILL BE NEXT?

MURPHY, Kevin

“With the coming of the old clocks, the old order is coming to an end - and with it comes a new...”

Science fiction

$18.95

MEANEY, John

“Transmission is the third novel in the series.”

Science fiction

$18.95
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